
genucenter 5.5 Release Notes

Information on the genucenter 5.5 product family is available in these release notes.
Please read this document carefully! You are advised to install this upgrade, as this release both resolves
various problems, and provides new features.

Important, please read!
You must perform a configuration backup of your genucenter system and copy it to another system
BEFORE upgrading. The same applies to any log files that need to be saved.
Other data such as scripts etc. must be saved manually.
Starting with genucenter version 5.1, backups can also be easily created and downloaded via the GUI.
Alternatively, the commandline program db backup can be used on any version.

Backups are essential to restore the current configuration.
Detailed instructions on how to perform this upgrade are available in section 5 of these release notes.

1 Scope of Delivery

With the current genucenter version 5.5 you have received:

• These release notes

• An ISO or IMG file for installation
The image is also available for download on the genua webserver in the genucenter customer area:
https://www.genua.de/support/downloads/release-downloads/genucenter.html

2 Notes on genucenter 5.5

2.1 Discontinued Releases

Earlier genucenter versions will be discontinued once genucenter 5.5 is released (unless contractually
specified otherwise). The following version is no longer supported:

• genucenter 5.3

Please also note other discontinued versions announced in previous releases.

2.2 Supported Browsers And Client Requirements

• Internet Explorer 11 and Edge browser

• Firefox version 40 and higher

At least 4 gigabyte of RAM must be available for client side JavaScript to function properly.
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2.3 genucenter Hardware Requirements

At least 4 gigabytes of RAM must be available to run this release. In general, only very old hardware will
have less than 4 gigabytes.
Please note the list of supported genua hardware in these release notes.

2.4 Appliance Versions Delivered with this Release

When upgrading to this release, the images available for the administrated appliances will be modified
to save space. Thus, a currently used version might no longer being available in genucenter after the
upgrade.
Via the job genucenter Management → Download software for appliances missing soft-
ware can be downloaded from the Internet.
After the installation of this release, the following images are available:

• genuscreen, genubox, genucrypt, genucard: 4.2p12, 4.3p7, 4.3p8, 4.3p9, 5.0p4, 5.0p10, 5.0p11,
5.1p5, 5.2p4, 5.3p3, 5.3p4, 5.3p5, 5.4p0, 5.4p1, 5.4p2, 5.5p0

• cyber-diode: Images for the cyber-diode need to be manually imported to genucenter.

Please use supported releases only, regardless of any other available images. An overview is available
in the customer area on the genua web server.

2.5 Additional Information

JavaScript and animated GIFs must be activated in the browser to display all content correctly in the
GUI. Some functions require configuring pop up exceptions.
Release notes of previous versions and of the administered products are relevant for this version.

3 New Features in genucenter 5.5

3.1 Configuration Rollback For Appliances

It is now possible to revert to an earlier appliance configuration. For each appliance, up to ten previous
configurations (also known as configuration levels) are stored in the genucenter database. In this context,
a configuration level is a configuration transmission via an online job of the type “Update configuration
and software over network”. Therefore, USB updates are not part of the configuration history.

By rolling back, administrators can quickly revert to a previous configuration in case of emergency. Ana-
lysis and troubleshooting of the faulty settings can be carried out afterwards using the revision log. The
rollback does not affect how settings are displayed in the web GUI. The GUI will still display the current
configuration as stored in the configuration database. As a result, the next update job would transfer
these (potentially faulty) settings back to the appliance.

The configuration rollback should be used with caution if appliances depending on each other (such as
with VPN or Rendezvous connections) are involved. A rollback to a configuration in which key material
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no longer matches may cause problems. If the SSH management key has been changed, the configu-
ration may not be rolled back, as communication with the appliance will fail. Large changes between
configuration states should always be carefully inspected. Also note that only the configuration is rolled
back. The software or the patch level is not downgraded during this process. This rollback must be re-
solved by explicitly changing the configuration and starting a subsequent job.

The configuration rollback feature can be found within the appliance configuration history in System

→ Config History. A link to the job details is available to review previous and subsequent jobs more
easily. Furthermore, a preview of the configuration can be inspected. This information should always be
consulted before a configuration rollback to clarify the potential effects of the rollback.

3.2 Improved User Concepts for Accessing the genucenter Command Line

3.2.1 Regular users for command line access

Regular users now can access the genucenter console. Thus, activities such as debugging can be car-
ried out without having to use the sensitive root access. In the genucenter menu User Management

→ Console Accounts these users can be created. genucenter System Access must be selected
in the drop down menu.
Existing or new SSH keys can be assigned to the users. The users can also log in using a password.

sudo can be enabled for individual users to execute commands requiring root permissions. sudo requi-
res defining a password. Please note that access with root permissions should be used with caution. We
recommend not to disclose the password of the privileged user.
Users can be disabled if they are no longer needed.

3.2.2 Authentication via SSH key for root

“root” can now gain access to the genucenter command line using an SSH key. The greatest advantage
with key based authentication, aside from the increase in security, lies in the fact that several keys can
be created for “root”. So, keys belonging to real persons can be assigned to “root”. This makes sharing
the password for “root” unnecessary if multiple persons are granted access to the command line.

SSH keys can be generated or uploaded and assigned to the root account in the genucenter menu User
Management → Console Accounts. There, SSH keys can also be disabled. In the drop down menu
select genucenter Root Access.
Please remove any preexisting local file extensions regarding key based authentication for root, as they
could interfere with the new feature. The knowledge base article “Depositing an SSH Key for root Au-
thentication” is superseded by this feature.

3.2.3 Webshell for genucenter:

The webshell is now also available for genucenter. The login is performed through a regular user account
without root permissions. Commands requiring root permissions can still be executed by using the sudo
command. However, the webshell user needs to know the password for the standard account “admin”
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or “root”. Please note that access with root permissions should be used with caution. We recommend
not to disclose the password of the privileged user. The webshell for genucenter can be disabled. The
setting for activating or deactivating the webshell can be found in System → Access and the webshell
itself is located in Advanced → Webshell.

3.3 Installation Server

For genuscreen and genubox appliances there is a new feature available for conducting decentralized
network based installations (PXE installations) of genua appliances. Please note, that an Installation
Server must be ordered from genua. Currently, technical validation of the license is not performed in the
genucenter GUI. This will be added in a later release. All appliance types supporting PXE installations
can also be installed by an Installation Server.

Using Installation Servers, genua appliances can be installed via PXE without requiring a permanent
connection to genucenter. Additionally, multiple Installation Servers can be created in one domain. An
Installation Server is responsible for all appliances in its own and lower subdomains.

A genuscreen or genubox becomes an Installation Server by activating the corresponding check box
in Advanced → Installation Server/ Initialization Server. The required module is au-
tomatically installed on the appliance. Like with all modules, the appliance must be rebooted after the
installation of the module. Installation Servers must run with the 64 bit software version 5.3 patch level 5
or higher.
A DHCP daemon must be configured on the appliance. If multiple DHCP servers are configured on the
appliance, the first one is always used for the task of the Installation Server.

To use the local GUI of the Installation Server, its local web GUI must be activated and a corresponding
user be present. It is recommended to use the “revisor” user, because this user can not change any
appliance settings via the web GUI. Persistent disk space is needed on the Installation Server. 75% (but
at least 1 GB) are recommended, as all images will be stored permanently there. Images which are no
longer needed must be deleted manually via the command line.

Before an appliance is installed by the Installation Server, the appliance configuration usually is prepared
on genucenter. Please remember to initialize smartcards before installing vs-tops, because the keys are
used to encrypt the laptop hard drives.

There is a new job in the genucenter job menu. It can be found here: Configuration/Software
→ Push PXE Install to Installation Server. This job transmits the configurations and the
necessary software of all appliances “not yet installed by an Installation Server” to the Installation Server.
If multiple Installation Servers are present in the same domain, they all receive the data of the appliances
to install. Which Installation Server installs which appliances is determined by the physical connection
between the appliances and the Installation Servers. When the appliance is connected to the Installation
Server, it is automatically installed. The progress can be observed via the Installation Server’s local web
GUI.
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After an appliance has been installed by an Installation Server, it can be centrally administrated via
genucenter like any other appliance. Appliances receive a tag if they have already been installed by
an Installation Server. This prevents the unnecessary transmission of information from genucenter to
the Installation Server if the job is executed again. To reinstall an appliance by an Installation Ser-
ver, activate the check box Allow multiple installations in the menu Advanced → Installation

Server/Initialization Server must be activated.

A close collaboration between the central genucenter administrator and the local installation admini-
strator is recommended. The decentralized Installation Servers configuration in genucenter and the
installation work flow (as well as settings of DHCP or ACLs) require the close cooperation of these
administrators.
We recommend using dedicated appliances as Installation Servers, because the installation of security
components should be done in restricted environments. It is prohibited to use appliances connected to
public networks.

3.4 Webshell Recordings

Input and output on the webshell can now be recorded. The feature can be enabled in System → Access

on the appliance. The webshell recordings can be found in the menu Logging → Webshell Recordings.
For each webshell session a new recording is created. Much like log files, these can be read by the role
revisor.

Please remember the recording might contain passwords or other sensitive data. Control characters
and other binary data are displayed as best as possible. The webshell recordings are currently not
stored in the database. This means that they are no longer available if genucenter is upgraded or the
database is restored. A backup must be carried out manually. The recordings are stored in the directory
/var/center/webshellrecordings on genucenter.

3.5 New and Modified Configuration Objects

3.5.1 Target systems (rendezvous maintenance)

• Port lists for TCP and S7: For target systems of the type “TCP” or “S7” multiple ports can be
bound to the target system IP. Now, appliances needing more than one port can be used more ea-
sily. It no longer is necessary to create multiple target systems with the same IP but different ports
for one target system. Multiple ports must be entered as a comma separated list. For example:
“2000, 2001, 2002”.

• CSV Import: It is now possible to create target systems using a CSV import. This facilitates crea-
ting numerous target systems.

3.5.2 Remote access configuration (rendezvous maintenance)

The video quality of remote maintenance recordings can be configured in three settings. The quality
affects the recording size and resolution.
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3.5.3 LDAP objects

LDAP server objects are available in the menu Appliances → LDAP Server. Currently they are on-
ly used for genuboxes configured as Rendezvous Boxes or Service Boxes. They form the basis for the
authentication of maintainers or operators against an LDAP based directory service. They differ from the
settings of the genucenter LDAP server settings. Therefore this object type is not used for genucenter.

Please note: If operators using the genucenter operator GUI as well as the local Service Box operator
GUI or ReSI require LDAP authentication, settings for genucenter LDAP and settings for this object (for
the Service Box) need to be defined.

Technically speaking, the LDAP authentication of genucenter queries which LDAP groups a user is a
member of. On the other hand, the genubox explicitly checks whether the user is a member of a specific
LDAP group. The user names of operators and remote maintainers on the Service Box or Rendezvous
Box must be UNIX conform.

3.5.4 Maintainer groups (rendezvous maintenance)

In addition to individual remote maintainers, there now is the possibility to create maintainer groups.
The group can be assigned to a remote maintenance relationship just like individual remote maintainers.
These maintainer groups help improve the following two features:

• Grouping of remote maintainers Maintainer groups allow for individual maintainers to be com-
bined into groups. The advantage becomes evident if there are frequent changes of the remote
maintainers. Now only the groups need to be changed instead of every single remote maintenance
relationship. The download of ReSI configurations is not available for groups, because the confi-
gurations are still only valid for individual remote maintainers. Disable LDAP must be selected if
the feature grouping maintainers should be used.

• Maintainer LDAP authentication: Maintainer groups allow maintainers to be authenticated against
an LDAP based directory service. Enable LDAP must be selected in this case. The LDAP group
name must be specified. This group name combines the remote LDAP group descriptor with the
local maintainer group. By switching to an LDAP based authentication method, key based authenti-
cation is replaced by password based SSH authentication. The download of the ReSI configuration
is available for this type of maintainer groups, because it is handled like an individual maintainer.
LDAP based authentication is available to maintainers using ReSI or SSH clients. Do not forget to
create an LDAP server object for the Rendezvous box.

3.5.5 Operator groups (rendezvous maintenance)

In addition to individual operators, there now is the possibility to create operator groups. The group can
be assigned to a remote maintenance relationship just like individual operators. These operator groups
help improve the following two features:

• Grouping of operators Operator groups let individual operators to be combined into groups. The
advantage becomes evident if there are frequent changes with the operators, because now only
the groups need to be changed instead of every single remote maintenance relationship. The
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download of ReSI configurations is not available for groups, because the configurations are only
valid for single operators.

• Operator LDAP authentication: Operator groups allow operators to be authenticated against an
LDAP based directory service. This applies to operators using the genucenter operator GUI and
ReSI or the local operator GUI on the Service box. Operators using the genucenter operator GUI
can now originate from several different LDAP groups. Previously, operators could only origina-
te from the predefined group “Rendezvous Operator”. The download of the ReSI configuration is
available for this new type of operator groups, because it is handled like an individual operator.

Now, there are three different possibilities for operators to authenticate themselves to the genu-
center operator GUI:

– Authenticate user name and password locally against genucenter

– Authenticate user name locally against center, authenticate password against LDAP

– Authenticate user name and password against LDAP.

Now, there are two different possibilities for operators to authenticate themselves against the Ser-
vice Box operator GUI, or ReSI:

– Authenticate user name and password locally

– Authenticate user name and password against LDAP.

To use LDAP authentication for operators using ReSI or the Service Box operator GUI, activate
the check box within the group, and specify the corresponding LDAP group name. Do not forget to
create an LDAP server object for the Service Box.

3.6 Appliances: Changes and New Features

3.6.1 genucenter

• Bind HTTPS client certificates to users: HTTPS client certificates are now tied to genucenter
users. Now an individual user is only able to log in if he is in possession of the corresponding client
certificate. The knowledge base in the genua support area includes an article on how to store
these certificates on a smartcard.

• State of HA cluster displayed on the master: The state of highly available genucenter setups
can now be inspected on the master system. This feature can be found in Logging → HA State

after the genucenter had been selected in the explorer view.

• Improved web server certificate: The generated web certificates of the genucenter web GUI
can now be exchanged by custom certificates. A self-signed certificate issued by genua can be
replaced with a certificate trusted by the web browser. If the certificate issued by genua is used, it
is possible to generate a new one. The security of the certificate has been improved. A SHA256
hash and an RSA key with a bit length of 4096 bit is used. Additionally, the certificates are stored
in the database and are therefore generated less frequently. The settings can be found in System

→ Access. The knowledge base article “Operate the genucenter GUI with an Official Certificate”
is considered obsolete due to this feature.
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• Limit the number of simultaneously connected user: In the menu User Management → Basic,
the number of users who can connect to the genucenter GUI at the same time can be limited. The-
se settings do not affect rendezvous operators using the genucenter operator GUI.

• Standard gateway and DNS server for the bootstrap service: During the network based instal-
lation (PXE installation) it is now possible to transfer a standard gateway and a DNS server to the
appliance. This is useful when the images of security laptop compartments need to be obtained
from a different network.

• Rendezvous operator GUI: Adjusting the remote maintenance runtime: The runtime of a re-
mote maintenance session can be changed by the operator. By default, these are automatically
terminated after 60 minutes. The runtime can be prolonged or shortened. This feature is controlled
via a link in a new column displaying the remaining runtime of the remote maintenance session.
The runtime can also be changed via a bulk operation.

3.6.2 genubox

• Automatic conversion of remote maintenance recordings: The Service Box settings in System
→ Rendezvous determine, whether the maintenance recordings should be converted automati-
cally.

• LDAP authentication for operators and maintainers: To authenticate maintainers or operators
via LDAP, an LDAP server object needs to be referenced. The same applies for maintainers on
the Rendezvous box, and for operators on the Service Box. The settings can be found in System

→ Rendezvous.

• Port for ReSI connections of an operator: Along with the IP address a port for operators connec-
ting to the Service Box using ReSI can be specified. Previously, the SSH port set on the Service
Box was used. The settings can be found in System → Rendezvous.

• Improved configuration of highly available Service Boxes and Rendezvous Boxes: For Ser-
vice Boxes and Rendezvous Boxes in highly available setups, the configuration as been improved.
The foundation for the highly available setup is still the CARP setup, consisting of master systems
and standby systems. Please note for Rendezvous Boxes: Connection addresses like the IP ad-
dresses used by maintainers need to be identical to the IP address of the CARP interface. For
Service Boxes, the sender address used by the Service Box to initiate SSH connections to the
Rendezvous Box can be selected in the menu System → Rendezvous. The IP address of the
CARP interface on highly available Service Boxes must be selected here. The IP address the
operator connects to must be identical to the CARP address.

If the master system fails, the connections can be reestablished after a short time and the remote
maintenance can be continued. If the remote maintenance is recorded, these recordings are de-
posited on two different Service Boxes. Please note: Two factor authentication via Yubikey is not
available when Rendezvous boxes are used in highly available setups.

3.6.3 genuscreen, genubox, genucrypt

• Display the Ping sensor test on the dashboard: If in the menu
System → Logging Settings IP addresses to check for reachability are specified, the state of
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the reachability test is displayed on the appliance dashboard under System information general.

• Enable AES-NI: IPsec hardware based acceleration can be enabled in VPN → Network Settings.
However, AES-NI must be enabled in the appliance BIOS. With current hardware versions this is
already the case.

• Optimizing the packet filter in large VPN Setups: An option to optimize the packet filter in large
VPN setups can be found in the VPN network settings. Individual IP addresses are combined to
networks. Filtering on individual VPN partners is no longer possible. The size of the packet filter
configuration is noticeably decreased. This option is mostly useful for VPN hubs in large VPN
setups. This setting only affects setups with “genucards” as VPN partners.

3.6.4 genuscreen, genubox, genucrypt, genucard, vs- and cyber-top

• Disable configuration history: Under certain circumstances, disabling the configuration history
for individual appliances can be useful. An example is if the appliance is used as a VPN hub
or a communication server and therefore has a very large configuration. Increased disk space
for database backups may be required, because up to ten previous configurations are saved. To
disable the configuration history, please go to System → Logging Settings. Please note:
The configuration history is required for the configuration rollback to an older configuration.

• Webshell: The webshell can now be found in Advanced → Webshell.

3.6.5 Remote Maintenance Application 1.7

For all improvements of genubox and genucenter version 5.5, the latest version of the remote mainte-
nance application is required. As always, the download is availabled on the genua web site.

• Adjusting the remote maintenance runtime: The runtime of a remote maintenance session can
be changed by the operator. By default, these are automatically terminated after 60 minutes. The
runtime can be prolonged or shortened.

• Drag and drop to load a configuration: The configuration now can be loaded into the remote
maintenance application by drag and drop from a file browser.

• Authentication via LDAP: The remote maintenance application can now authenticate operators
and maintainers to LDAP based directory services, based on the new Rendezvous and Service
Box authentication options.

3.7 GUI: Changes and Improved Usability

3.7.1 Improved configuration history and preview

: The configuration history now consists of a table with up to ten previously rolled out configurations. You
can select which configurations should be compared using the radio buttons. You can quickly switch to
the entire preview of the selected configuration and job history, or display the configuration checksum.
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3.7.2 Improved page loading on pages with warnings

If a page contains warnings, the loading of the page could be delayed as the warnings had to be calcula-
ted first. Only if the warnings were completely calculated and displayed was the rest of the page loaded.
With the current version, the page is loaded immediately. Warnings are loaded afterwards.

3.7.3 Running multiple jobs per appliance

Previously, only one single job could be sent to an appliance at a time. One reason was that a job reboo-
ting the appliance could cause subsequent jobs to fail. Multiple queued jobs were resorted, and reboot
jobs were executed at the very last. This could cause other problems, because jobs were no longer
executed in the correct order. The new approach is not to resort all the jobs, but to only put actions such
as rebooting the appliance at the end of the job queue.

However, there are other exceptions. If a job has not yet been completely calculated, or if a job changes
the smartcard/management key, no subsequent jobs are accepted.

3.7.4 VPN Status With “on-demand”

The VPN status for appliances using the “on-demand” setting is now displayed as “unknown” instead of
“missing”.

3.8 Selected Bug Fixes

The following bugs (and more) have been fixed in this release:

• Improved handling of running maintenance sessions The improved handling of Rendezvous
ports drastically decreased the risk of blocking ports and preventing the establishment of mainte-
nance sessions.

• Highly available DHCP servers: The DHCP can now also be bound to CARP addresses.

• Edge and Internet Explorer 11 errors: The global search and the display of error messages now
work properly with these browsers again.

• Rendezvous jobs no longer displayed in the footer: The appliance footer now only displays jobs
which can be created via the maintenance menu. This excludes jobs such as opening maintenance
sessions.

• Memory limit raised for jobd on L hardware: The resourced limit for jobd processes was raised
to 6 GB on the L hardware. This improves job processing for many appliances.

• Tool tips on the operator GUI: Tool tips within the operator GUI have been improved.

• Downloading the SNMP MIB: The SNMP MIB download now contains a ZIP file which also inclu-
des other MIBs.

• Connection status for non permanently connected appliances: The connection status of app-
liances without a permanent genucenter connection is no longer displayed in red.
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• Faster calculation of configurations for appliances using incoming management connecti-
ons: Configurations for appliances such as genucards using incoming management connections
are now calculated more quickly.

3.9 genucenter workshop

: All new features are demonstrated in our upcoming genucenter workshop with practical exercises.
Further information is available at:
https://www.genua.de/en/solutions/workshops-trainings.html
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4 Support Period

The release 5.5 is a regular release and supported for one year. Thus, this release is supported until the
release of genucenter 6.1.

4.1 Supported Hardware

The release 5.5 supports the following hardware platforms
Revision Supported models
Rev 1.0 L, M, S
Rev 7 800, 600, 400, 200
Rev 6 800, 600, 400
Rev 5 800, 600, 400
Virtualized ESXi, KVM

Attention: The release 5.5 is the last release to support hardware revision 5.

5 Installing and Upgrading genucenter Version 5.5

The upgrade to genucenter can be performed from all versions since genucenter 5.0.
The version of genucenter in use has to be verified manually. The update will not automatically terminate
if the requirements are not fulfilled.

Please read the release notes of the selected genucenter version.

Please note version 5.3 has been discontinued.
We therefore highly recommend an upgrade to the current version.

To download, go to http://www.genua.de and click on Support → Central Management Station

genucenter → Customer Login → Release Downloads.

5.1 Creating an Installation/Upgrade Medium

Either write the .iso file to a blank DVD-ROM or write the .img file to a USB stick. Please note the install
medium has to be bootable. Linux provides the tool dd for writing image files to USB storage devices.
Windows comes with similar tools.

5.2 Create a Current Database Backup and Save to an External Storage Medium

Make sure to create a backup of the database before upgrading or reinstalling genucenter! The genu-
center version creating this backup has to be at least 5.0p0 to successfully be restored to a genucenter
version 5.5.
If there are any questions about database backups, please consult the manual or contact genua custo-
mer support.
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5.2.1 Create a backup with a genucenter older than version 5.2

1. Log on to genucenter as root using either a serial console or SSH.

2. Enter the command db backup.

3. Now change to directory /var/center/backup, and copy the current configuration, logging and
modules backup to an external storage medium, or via the network to a different machine.

5.2.2 Create a backup with a genucenter version 5.2 or later

1. In the GUI, select genucenter in the explorer.

2. Select Advanced → Backups.

3. Click the “+” icon and select “Full backup”

4. After creating the logging and configuration backup, click the “Download” button on the right.

5. Save the file to an external storage medium.

5.3 Reinstalling and Manually Restoring the Backup

1. Load the DVD with the installation image or insert the corresponding USB stick

2. Connect a serial console and keyboard to genucenter, reboot it and change the boot order in the
BIOS settings if necessary.

During boot, database backups are located automatically. If database backups were found, the
following questions are asked:

#Keyboard mapping? (’de’, ’us’, ’fr’) [us] de

#The following config backup is available for an upgrade:

#-rw-r--r-- 1 root 3000 419K Feb 29 15:22 201602291522\

_modules_and_config.dbak

#Do you want to (U)pgrade (I)nstall or (C)ancel? [U] I

3. If genucenter should be reinstalled, press
�� ��I .

Note: If no database backup was found, this step is not displayed.

4. Confirm the question

#Are you really sure that you want to proceed? [n] y

by pressing
�� ��y .

Warning! All data will be lost! Saved database backups can be restored after the installation
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5.4 Upgrade an Existing genucenter Version

1. Load the DVD with the installation image or insert the corresponding USB stick

2. Connect a serial console and keyboard to genucenter, reboot it and change the boot order in the
BIOS settings if necessary.

During boot, database backups are located automatically. If database backups were found, the
following questions are asked:

#Keyboard mapping? (’de’, ’us’, ’fr’) [us] de

#The following config backup is available for an upgrade:

#-rw-r--r-- 1 root 3000 419K Feb 29 15:22 201602291522\

_modules_and_config.dbak

#Do you want to (U)pgrade (I)nstall or (C)ancel? [U] U

3. If genucenter should be upgraded, press
�� ��U .

4. Make sure the backups have been successfully loaded into RAM:

#Successfully cached config backup.

#Successfully cached logging backup. (if available and enough free RAM)

The system will be upgraded on the hard drive:

sd0: "VirtIO, Block Device, "

The configuration backup will be restored.

ALL OTHER DATA ON THIS DISK WILL BE LOST !!!

Please make sure you possess a backup from

this machine before continuing.

#Are you really sure that you want to proceed? [n] y

5. If the backups have been successfully copied to RAM, and if you want to upgrade to the current
version now, press

�� ��y .

Attention! All data except for the configuration and logging backup will be lost!

6. After the upgrade is applied successfully, the configuration backup is restored automatically. The
logging backup has to be restored manually.
To do so, follow the steps described in the genucenter manual.
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7. After the upgrade is completed, reload and override the cache in your browser.
Mozilla Firefox:

�� ��Ctrl
�� ��Shift

�� ��F5
Internet Explorer/Edge:

�� ��Ctrl
�� ��F5

5.5 Upgrading an HA System

Note the initial version and the target version during the upgrade. Please read the release notes carefully
before performing an upgrade. Also read the release notes for all versions in between, since important
upgrade details are described in the release notes.
As a general rule, the machines involved in a genucenter HA setup have to be updated individually:

1. Remove from HA cluster:
Before the upgrade, the standby must be removed from the cluster.

To do so, execute the command line tool ’gzha’ with the argument ’unregister’ (removes the standby
from the cluster without reconfiguring it in this case):

gzha unregister <standby>

2. Upgrade the master:
After creating a backup, the master can be updated.

It is NOT necessary to apply patches beforehand.

3. Install standby:
It is recommended to completely reinstall the standby with the desired target version, as it will
receive its configuration from the master afterwards.

4. Adding the standby back into the HA cluster:
The last step is to add the standby back to the cluster. (And synchronize it with the master as a
result.)

(a) Open the menu Maintenance → Create Jobs from the root domain.

(b) Select Configuration/Software from the list Select Category and Update configuration
and software over network from the list Select Job.

(c) Now select the genucenter standby system from the appliance list and click
�� ��Execute .

(d) In the now opened dialog box enter the administrator password of the standby system and
click

�� ��Execute .

(e) Select genucenter management from the list Select Category.

(f) Now select the genucenter standby system from the appliance list and click
�� ��Execute .

(g) The job status now changes to Running. Click the text to receive further information on the
job status.

5.6 Final Notes

If a communication server is used, it should be upgraded to a current software version or its configuration
has to be updated after the genucenter version upgrade.
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The configuration update for the communication server has to be carried out as an individual job. It is
not recommended to update the configuration of communication servers together with the configuration
of other appliances.
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6 How to Contact Us

genua gmbh
Domagkstrasse 7
85551 Kirchheim/Munich
Tel.: +4989-991950-0
Fax : +4989-991950-999

Copyright c©2002–2017 genua GmbH. All rights reserved.
genua recognizes all trademarks reproduced in this document as being the sole property of their respec-
tive owners.

genugate, genucenter, genubox, genucrypt, genuscreen, genucard, vs-top, cyber-top, vs-diode, cyber-
diode, the genua name and logo are registered trademarks of genua GmbH.
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